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As technology progresses with time, mobile phones have gradually played more
and more important roles in life, recreation and entertainment than merely as
communication tools, leading to rising focus on the application development of
mobile phones. The release and rapid development of Android system has
brought in a new boom of mobile phone application development, especially
games. On the other hand, the mobile phone games industry in our country is
right now at a starting stage, where further research and practice are greatly
called for. In this background, the acquisition and practice of technology in game
development in Android system has a profound meaning in stimulating the mobile
phone game industry to a new milestone.     Based on the analysis above, this
project focuses on the development of cell phone application and also develops a
cell phone application in Android system based on related technology. Moreover,
this project selects a traditional and classical chess and cards game, Chinese
Mahjong as development target. While exploring the development technology in
Android system, this project conducts a basic research and discussion in the
artificial intelligence in Mahjong.
Starting with a basic introduction of this program, this dissertation introduces the
background and research value of the mentioned application development, as
well as related technology in Android application development. And then the
game design, outline and detail arrangement and practical realization are
discussed in a practical way. At last, a conclusion is drawn on all
accomplishments and overall evaluation before a basic improvement suggestion
is put forward.
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